We offer a Day Release Course Residential in Bowness-on-Windermere in ST3 and Practical Teaching Sessions to Help Prepare You for Applying for a Job and Life as a GP. We have Enthusiastic GP Trainers and a High CSA Pass Rate. The Programme is Supported by Recently Qualified GPs as well as an Established Educator Team.

**BOLTON**

**GP SPECIALTY TRAINING PROGRAMME**

**A HIGH QUALITY STRUCTURED TEACHING PROGRAMME**

Visit the Website

boltongptraining.org.uk

We invest heavily in Communication Skills Training and CSA Exam Preparation

Our Aim is to Produce Excellent GPs

Programme Director: Dr Nick Pendleton

For information about how to apply: https://gprecruitment.hee.nhs.uk/

COME TO BOLTON!

We offer a Day Release Course Residential in Bowness-on-Windermere in ST3 and Practical Teaching Sessions to Help Prepare You for Applying for a Job and Life as a GP. We have Enthusiastic GP Trainers and a High CSA Pass Rate. The Programme is Supported by Recently Qualified GPs as well as an Established Educator Team.

- Full-time Trainees are able to do a **GP PLUS POST in ST2** (GP + a Specialty for 6 months)
- **PRIMARY CARE MEDICAL**
- **EDUCATORS: DR JULIAN PAGE AND DR NICK PENDLETON**